How-To: AAPM 2015 App

Once you’ve downloaded and opened the app, tap on “AAPM 2015” to open this year’s event!
Important Icons

• **Sessions** – View a daily schedule of events (more info pgs 4-5)

• **Exhibitors** – Review exhibitor profiles (more info pg 6)

• **Committee Schedule** – Explore the Committee Schedule in detail

• **Presidential Picks** – See sessions & points of interest from 2015 AAPM President, John M. Boone

• **Career Services** – Learn more about AAPM’s career services year-round and onsite at the event

• **Sponsors** – Scroll through a listing of the Annual Meeting & Exhibition’s Sponsors and bookmark profiles of interest
Important Icons, cont.

- **Maps** – Maps to help you navigate all areas of the event (more info pg 7)
- **Resources** – Helpful event day tips
Sessions

Browse sessions by day, track, type, and speaker.

You can also view a listing of activities you’ve bookmarked yourself.

Look out for the following highlighted session:

- SAM Sessions
- Presidential Picks
- SAM Presidential Picks
In on a session profile page you can:

- Link to the session location on the map
- Add the session to your personalized schedule
- View the session description
- Take the session evaluation
- Link to presenter profiles
- Link to related poster sessions
Exhibitors

View Exhibit Hours

Review listings of exhibitors by name and category

Plan your visit to the Expo Hall by bookmarking exhibitors

In an exhibitor profile page, link to their exact booth location on the map
Maps

View exhibitor and sessions listings in each location by tapping on the red dots on the map

Tap on sessions and exhibitors listings to view more details on their profile pages

Tap on the center icon at the bottom of the screen to view only the sessions and exhibitors you’ve bookmarked

Tap on the icon on the left to return all red dots to the map